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ABSTRACT
Russia’s Sovereign RuNet was designed to build a Russian national

firewall. Previous anecdotes and isolated events in the past two

years reflected centrally coordinated censorship behaviors across

multiple ISPs, suggesting the deployment of “special equipment” in

networks, colloquially known as “TSPU”. Despite the TSPU com-

prising a critical part of the technical stack of RuNet, very little is

known about its design, its capabilities, or the extent of its deploy-

ment.

In this paper, we develop novel techniques and run in-country

and remote measurements to discover the how, what, and where of
TSPU’s interference with users’ Internet traffic. We identify differ-

ent types of blocking mechanisms triggered by SNI, IP, and QUIC,

and we find the TSPU to be in-path and stateful, and possesses

unique state-management characteristics. Using fragmentation be-

haviors as fingerprints, we identify over one million endpoints in

Russia from 650 ASes that are behind TSPU devices and find that

70% of them are at most two hops away from the end IP. Considering

that TSPU devices progressed from ideation to deployment in three

years, we fear that the emerging TSPU architecture may become a

blueprint for other countries with similar network topology.

CCS CONCEPTS
• General and reference→Measurement; • Security and pri-
vacy → Firewalls; Web protocol security; • Social and profes-
sional topics → Censorship.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since 2012, the Russian government has been developing both legal

and technical frameworks to construct its censorship apparatus [17].

In May 2019, the “Sovereign RuNet” law was signed, requiring tele-

com operators to install a home-grown DPI system, colloquially

known as “TSPU”, on their networks free of charge [20]. This pro-

vides the government with an extraordinary ability to centrally

and unilaterally control the traffic passing through thousands of

privately-owned, distributed ISPs. This centralized control was

established to isolate Russia’s internal Internet ecosystem from

the rest of the world to “protect” Russia in the face of foreign

threats [27].

Previous studies independently point to the deployment of the

TSPU. In March 2021, Russia pressured Twitter to comply with

its content removal requests with targeted throttling and threats

of outright blocking [29]. Xue et al. showed that throttling behav-

iors demonstrated a high degree of uniformity and coordination

across a range of ISPs [98]. Subsequently, Roskomnadzor, Russia’s

communication agency, publicly confirmed that the TSPU, which

comprises the technical stack of RuNet, was used for throttling [28].

In March 2022, censorship observatory OONI reported that many

news and social media sites promoting narratives critical of the

Russian war effort were suddenly blocked [72]. In particular, their

collected censorship data showed temporal uniformity across ISPs

in Russia in “some sort of centralized way”, as opposed to relying

on each ISP to implement censorship independently as previous

work observed [81].

TSPU (технические средствапротиводействия угрозам) “Tech-

nical Measures to Combat Threats”, refers to the homegrown DPIs

that are developed and distributed directly by Roskomnadzor, who

administers censorship policies, governing what resources to block

and how and when to block them. Though the TSPU has been in

operation for years, very little is known about its design, capability,

or the extent of its deployment.

This is the first study dedicated to analysis of the TSPU including

discovering How the TSPU blocks a connection, What resources
it blocks, and Where it is installed with respect to Russian users.

Answering such questions is challenging: we need local Russian

vantage points in networks where TSPU devices are deployed. More,

distinguishing TSPU behaviors from other DPI is non-trivial, as

ISPs also deploy their own commodity DPIs that censor many of the

same resources. Finally, due to the asymmetricity of TSPU blocking,

existing remote measurement platforms, e.g., CensoredPlanet [84],
are not suitable for observing or tracking TSPU behaviors.
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To answer how the TSPU blocks a connection andwhat resources
it blocks, first we devise a technique to isolate and identify TSPU

behaviors based on its uniformity across ISPs. From our vantage

points in Russia, we generate ad-hoc measurements to our control

servers with the goal of triggering the TSPU. We find three types of

triggers—SNI-based, IP-based, and QUIC—that result in six different

blocking behaviors we attribute to the TSPU. We find that TSPU

devices are in-path, block only connections that originate from

inside Russia, and exhibit a degree of statefulness. For the IP layer, it

maintains state to buffer and forward IP fragments in a unique way.

For the TCP layer, we observe that different sequences of TCP flags

may put a connection into different states, some of which exempt

the connection from being blocked even with a trigger. Based on

these observations, we devise several circumvention strategies,

some of which can be deployed solely on the server side without

modification to a client’s network stack. However, we note that

some of these strategies may be patchable assuming TSPU devices

are well-provisioned with computational resources.

To answer where the TSPU devices are installed with respect

to Russian users, we first use a TTL-based technique from our in-

country vantage points and find that they are close to end users.

We also find evidence suggesting multiple TSPU installations on

the same network path, some of which have only partial (upstream-

only) visibility into user’s traffic. To scale up measurements beyond

vantage points that we own, we design novel remote measurement

techniques based on how the TSPU assigns “client” and “server”

roles and how the TSPU handles IP fragmentation. In particular, we

use TSPU’s fragmentation queue limit as its fingerprint to probe

TSPU devices from outside the country in a scalable, ethical way.

Out of four million endpoints in Russia, we identified over a million

of them from 650 ASes as behind at least one TSPU device. For

endpoints behind a TSPU device, we measure the exact network

hop of the device’s location, accompanied by traceroutes, to identify

the network links that host TSPU devices. Our results suggest an

architecture where the DPI devices are deployed closer to network

leaves (possibly end users) than to border or backbone networks.

Our study reveals pervasive deployment of TSPU devices close

to end users that empowers the Russian government to achieve

fine-grained control over thousands of privately-owned, distributed

ISPs. Using this architecture, the Russian government can easily and

effectively escalate its control over the free flow of information. For

example, in the midst of its conflict with Ukraine, by limiting access

to facts about the war, Russia has created a propaganda bubble

for its citizens [31, 59, 61, 86]. In contrast to the Great Firewall

of China (GFW) that took decades to build and deploy at choke

points in the nation’s Internet topology, in less than three years

Russia achieved building a nation-scale censorship architecture

deployed in decentralized networks. In addition, by being in-path

and close to end users, the TSPU is much better suited to perform

potential targeted surveillance and machine-in-the-middle attacks.

As Russia has been exporting its censorship techniques to other

countries [91], we warn that this emerging TSPU architecture may

become a blueprint for other countries seeking to exercise greater

information control over their entire Internet. We hope our findings

serve as a wake-up call to our community and encourage future

work on Russia’s new censorship model.

2 BACKGROUND
Anecdotes and news reporting collectively suggest that govern-

ments around the world are increasingly seeking information con-

trol that interferes with the free flow of information [12]. In re-

sponse, censorship researchers have been studying government

practices and, in particular, the technical implementation that en-

forces censorship policies. Inspired by seminal work inmid-2000s [41,

42, 96, 100], numerous studies have studied the Great Firewall of

China (GFW) and how it detects disallowed traffic [32, 47, 88, 95],

how it tracks and blocks a connection [37, 90], and its architecture

and geographic distribution [34, 48, 58, 97, 99]. Other studies have

focused on country-specific censorship events, especially during

times of political or social upheaval: increased Internet shutdown

in Iran and India during protests or elections [11, 33, 34], HTTPS

interception attacks launched by the government of Kazakhstan in

2019 [80], and blocking of social media and websites in Myanmar

following the military coup in 2021 [73].

Previous research also revealed common censorship techniques

being used, e.g., keyword blocking that searches for forbidden key-

words in unencrypted packet streams [24, 55, 92]; HTTP filtering

that looks for forbidden content in outgoing URL requests as well

as incoming HTTP responses [42, 43, 74]; TCP/IP blocking that ter-

minates all connections to and from disallowed network hosts [75];

and DNS censorship where a censor returns fake DNS responses

(e.g. IPs of blockpages) when the user attempts to resolve a blocked

domain [52, 53, 76]. With the adoption of encrypted protocols such

as TLS, SNI-based blocking is on the rise, where a censor filters

encrypted traffic based on the Server Name Indication (SNI) field

that leaks domain names in plaintext [8, 40, 85].

Countries that seek to perform nation-scale information con-

trol typically look for, or even foster, choke points in the nation’s

Internet topology to deploy their censorship apparatus, such as

backbone networks or Internet Exchange Points [33, 48, 99]. How-

ever, for countries like Russia with thousands of privately-owned,

distributed ISPs, leveraging a centralized architecture is challeng-

ing without an overhaul of the country’s network topology. As

a result, censorship in Russia historically follows what previous

work termed a “decentralized model” [81]. Following the passage

of law 139-FZ [17], Russia’s federal institution for communication

and media, Roskomnadzor, began maintaining a singular blocklist,

officially called the Registry of Banned Sites [22] (Blocking Registry
in this paper). However, Roskomnadzor does not prescribe the tech-

nical mechanism to enforce censorship. ISPs are required by law to

ensure that the access to resources listed in the registry is blocked,

but they can decide on the specific method of blocking. Previous

work has found ISPs in Russia implemented different blocking

mechanisms with varying efficacy, such as keyword filtering or

DNS censorship [81].

This decentralized model has changed since the signing of the

law “On Sustainable RuNet” on May 1, 2019 [20]. The law appoints

Roskomnadzor with responsibility for implementing its provisions

to counter threats to the “stability, security, and integrity” of Rus-

sia’s public communication network. In particular, this law provides

the legal basis for requiring ISPs to install in their networks the

state-supplied DPI devices, subsequently known as TSPU devices,

that are capable of “restricting access to resources of prohibited
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Figure 1: Measurement Setup—Non-Residential servers are se-
lected following the procedure described in § 4.

information” [20]. These devices are made by RDP.RU [1] and dis-

tributed by Roskomnadzor, who also provides instruction to ISPs on

where in the network topology the devices should be placed [83].

In March 2021, the throttling of Twitter became the first incident

that captured this system being used [29]. The throttling was im-

plemented at a national scale, but the throttling behaviors demon-

strated a high degree of uniformity across ISPs, suggesting that

the censorship was centrally coordinated [98]. Furthermore, the

resources being censored (i.e., Twitter domains) were not added to

the blocking registry at the time. This event marked a departure

from Russia’s previous decentralized model and suggested that the

new TSPU architecture has provided Roskomnadzor the means

to instate censorship uniformly across the country in real-time,

without relying on ISPs’ technical capabilities or blocking registry.

One year later, in March 2022, Russia again started throttling (and

later blocking) social media such as Twitter and Facebook, claiming

that by restricting access to Russian news outlets, the platforms

violated the “key principles of the free flow of information” [23].

Days later, the blocking was extended to western and independent

Russian news agencies, e.g. BBC, Meduza, Deutsche Welle, as they

disseminated “false information about the actions of the Russian

Army” or called the “special operation” “an attack, invasion, or a

declaration of war” [7]. These recent censorship events also showed

a high degree of temporal and geographical uniformity across the

entirety of Russia [72].

The emerging TSPU system exemplifies a decentralized architec-

ture that enforces uniform censorship policies on a national scale,

marking a departure from other centrally deployed national fire-

walls such as the GFW. In the following sections, we describe our

understanding of the TSPU based on measurements of its design,

capability, scale of deployment, and circumvention strategy.

3 MEASUREMENT SETUP
To study the details of how the TSPU functions, we built our mea-

surement infrastructure as shown in Figure 1. First, we need vantage

points inside Russia that experience censorship, not only from ISP

DPIs but specifically also from TSPU devices. This is challenging

because anecdotal reports suggest that only residential networks

are targeted. Indeed, all data center VPSes we rent show little to

no signs of censorship, while all three residential vantage points

we own experience heavy censorship. Our three in-country van-

tage points are located inside three different residential ISPs (in St.

Petersburg, Moscow, and Krasnoyarsk, respectively), and we use

them to observe censorship akin to what an user in a residential

network may experience.

To study SNI-based blocking, from our Russian vantage points,

we connect to two dedicated measurement machines in the US,

located in the same network, and send different types of traffic—

often with triggers—while capturing traffic from both ends for

analysis. In addition, to measure IP-based blocking on the TSPU,

we use a Tor entry node we own located in Paris, France. The IP of

the Tor node, while not present in the blocking registry, has been

blocked by the TSPU (“out-registry” block, as shown in § 5.2) since

December 2021. While the Tor node is no longer in operation as of

March 2022, residual censorship remains in place up until the date

of submission of this paper.

All measurements, unless stated otherwise, were repeated mul-

tiple times (>5) to account for the TSPU failure or transient rout-

ing changes. For measurements that involve sequential tests (e.g.
§ 5.3.2), we randomized their order and ensured that each test used

a fresh source port on Russian vantage points to prevent residual

censorship affecting results of subsequent tests. In addition, we

establish “control” experiments in order to identify blocking trig-

gers. For example, we obtained control endpoints in Paris (“Paris

Measurement Machine”) located in the same data center as the Tor

entry node to rule out potential routing and load-balancing effects

in our IP-based blocking measurements. This pair of machines is

also used in measurements where we want to minimize the effect

of path differences when correlating results from SNI-based and

IP-based censorship (§ 7.2). For SNI-based blocking, we conduct

a control experiment by making connections between the same

pairs of endpoints but with a non-triggering SNI in ClientHello.

For QUIC control experiments, we remove the fingerprint that the

TSPU uses to detect the protocol.

In addition to vantage points and measurement machines, we

also select a group of echo servers and general-purpose TCP servers

for our measurements in § 7. Since these measurements involve

sending sensitive traffic, namely, either SYN packets from the Tor en-

try node IP or ClientHellos with triggering SNIs, we select only non-

residential targets
1
by following the procedure described in [89].

In total, we select 1,136 of 1,404 echo servers and 13,309 of 200,000

TCP servers. For all remote measurements that involve sending

any sensitive traffic, we restrict ourselves to testing non-residential

targets only. Please refer to § 4 for more details regarding ethical

considerations of our remote measurements.

1
By non-residential, we refers to targets that are more likely to be embedded network

infrastructure such as routers or switches, compared to end-user devices. But it is

possible that these targets reside in residential networks.
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4 ETHICS
Before performing any measurements, we carefully review the

details of the measurement and we adopt best practices described

in the Menlo report [44] as well as community norms from similar

past studies [39, 80, 81, 89, 98]. We evaluate potential risks that

our measurements may incur through discussions with prominent

activists within Russia and with experienced colleagues from the

censorship and measurement fields. We ourselves have performed

this kind of research in prior work and are aware of the risks.

For our in-Russia measurements, we only use vantage points

owned by the team. For one of our remote measurement techniques,

we send TCP SYN packets (no other traffic) from one of our VPS

machines in a data center that used to be a Tor entry node. The IP

of the node, while not present in the blocking registry, has been

blocked by the TSPU. We note that the Tor instance has not been

in operation since March 8, over a month before our remote mea-

surement started, but residual IP blocking remained in place. We

also note that the network traffic resulting from such SYN scanning

differs from the traffic pattern of a typical Tor user in both traffic

direction and duration. For our other remote measurements, from

our VPS in data center, we use the peer-reviewed technique, Quack,

that sends TLS ClientHellos containing triggering domain names

inside the SNI field to echo servers.

For all measurements involving remote hosts not owned by us,

we took a complementary set of approaches to reduce potential

risks. First, for measurements that require sending censorship trig-

gers, we limit the scale of measurements by targeting only IPs that

are less likely to be end-user devices following the procedure out-

lined in [89]. Specifically, for each IP candidate, we performed OS

detection using Nmap, and select only those IPs that have full de-

vice labels containing the words “router” or “switch”. We performed

all follow-up measurements within 24 hours of target discovery to

minimize potential IP churns. The goal is to ensure that in the un-

likely event of authorities tracking down violating traffic, it would

be obvious that the traffic was not generated by an actual user

on browser. In addition, for our censorship triggers, we used only

domains that are general-purpose services popular among Russian

and non-Russian users (e.g., facebook.com) as opposed to sites with

more targeted user pools (e.g., sites with political leanings). Further-

more, our dedicated measurement machines are provisioned with

web pages that explain the nature of our research and provide con-

tact information. Finally, for our large-scale measurement, we sent

only innocuous traffic (e.g., fragmented SYN packets) without any

censorship trigger. While we acknowledge that some techniques

can be imperfect, e.g., inaccuracy of Nmap’s OS fingerprinting, we

believe that a combination of these complementary approaches

allows us to responsibly balance the benefits and potential risks of

our remote measurements.

5 HOW DOES THE TSPU BLOCK?
We start our investigation by asking: how does the TSPU block a
connection, and what triggers it? To answer these, we first need to be
able to attribute observed blocking behaviors to the TSPU, which is

not trivial as there are no previous studies to use as a reference point.

Therefore, we start by looking at anecdotal reports from Russian

users about popular services and websites being unavailable since

the end of February, including social media [62, 64, 66, 67, 86], news

agencies [59, 61, 72], applications and circumvention tools [65, 69–

71], and QUIC/HTTP3 [54, 60, 68]. We test the connectivity to these

resources from our in-country vantage points. In § 6, we expand our

test list with top domains and resources found in Roskomnadzor’s

blocking registry, for completeness.

5.1 Identifying TSPU Blocking
We attribute an observed blocking instance, including the trigger

and the corresponding blocking behavior, to the TSPU based on the

following rationale. First and foremost, TSPU blocking should show

a high degree of uniformity in blocking behaviors across ISPs. This

is because TSPU devices are ordered, distributed, and controlled by

Roskomnadzor. This is in contrast to blocking performed by individ-

ual ISPs, who are responsible for maintaining their own blocklists

and blocking equipment. Previous work found that the lack of a

prescription on how to implement the censorship mechanism has

led to each ISP implementing different methods [81].

In addition, uniformity is also expected for the blocking targets as

well.While individual ISPs query Roskomnadzor’s blocking registry,

but each maintains a separate blocklist, the centrally-controlled

nature demands that the blocklists used by TSPU devices scattered

in different ISPs be uniform at a given time. Also, while ISP blocklists

are mostly subsets of the blocking registry, the TSPU is capable of

blocking resources that are not present in the registry (out-registry

blocking).

Finally, we expect that different blocking mechanisms that are

attributed to the TSPU are co-located. This could mean that the

blocking happens at the same network location (hop), based on

TTL-limiting measurements as described in § 7. And, in some cases,

two mechanisms conducting blocking in a collaborative way offers

additional evidence of co-existence (e.g. § 5.3.2).

5.2 Triggers and Blocking Behaviors
We use Trigger to refer to the offending signature of a packet that

causes a TSPU device to initiate blocking, and Behavior to refer to

how connections are blocked. We identify three types of triggers:

SNI-based, IP-based, and QUIC blocking, leading to six different

behaviors. All observed combinations satisfy every consistency and

co-location assumption listed above. Figure 2 shows the diagrams

of these blocking mechanisms.

SNI-based Blocking. The TSPU primarily relies on matching the

SNI field in a ClientHello and can affect domains both within and

outside the blocking registry. A ClientHello with a targeted SNI

destined for port 443 sent from the local (RU) side to the remote

(non-RU) side will trigger censorship behaviors from a TSPU de-

vice. To identify which parts of the ClientHello are inspected by the

TSPU, we fuzz the triggering ClientHello with different alteration

strategies, such as padding the SNI, changing TLS versions, adding

ClientCert or different Ciphersuites, or corrupting protocol parsing

by masking the “length” fields. Figure 13 in Appendix shows which

parts of a ClientHello packet are inspected by the TSPU. Specif-

ically, we find that by altering values in positions that represent

“type” or “length” would lead to different censorship behaviors. This

suggests that the TSPU parses a ClientHello in order to locate the
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Figure 2: Different blocking Behaviors—SNI-based trigger leads to four different behaviors depending on the domain. Throttling (SNI-III)

was observed between Feb 26 and March 4, 2022, but has since been replaced by RST-based blocking (SNI-I).

SNI field, rather than matching the targeted domain strings over

entire packets.

Interestingly, the domain within the SNI affects the blocking

behavior. We identified four different behaviors that all trigger on

SNI. SNI-I: The majority of domains targeted experience response

modification wherein the TSPU modifies Remote-to-Local packets

by truncating the payload and changing the TCP flags to RST/ACK

after the ClientHello is seen. Other packet metadata, such as TTL,

sequence and acknowledgement numbers, are not altered. SNI-II:
A different behavior is induced for a select list of “out-registry”

domains, e.g., news/play.google.com and nordvpn.com. Specifically,

once a triggering ClientHello is seen, an additional five to eight

packets can be delivered from either side, after which symmetric

packet drops occur. SNI-III: For some domains (e.g. twitter.com,

fbcdn.net), during the period between February 26 to March 4, 2022,

hard-throttling was in place. Compared with last year’s throttling

event [98], the same traffic policing mechanism was used, which

drops packets that exceed the rate limit. However, this time, the

rate limit was much lower, at around 600-700 bytes per second

(compared to 130kbps from last year). On March 4, such throttling

behaviors stopped and the sites affected have been seeing the SNI-I:

behavior thereafter, i.e. RST/ACK. SNI-IV: This method targets

a selective list of domains associated with Facebook, Twitter and

Instagram, which are also targeted by SNI-I. In most cases, these

domains are blocked with RST/ACK. However, with certain TCP

sequences, another blocking mechanism is also applied that im-

mediately drops all packets from both sides, including the initial

Clienthello, presumably as a backup filtering mechanism to method

SNI-I. We detail how the two mechanisms interact in § 5.3.2.

QUIC Blocking. On March 4, Russian users reported that QUIC

connections could not be established [54, 60, 68]. It has been iden-

tified that the TSPU uses a fingerprint based on plaintext byte

patterns signaling QUIC version (0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x01 for ver-

sion 1), and it applies the filter for any UDP packet destined to

port 443 that has at least 1001 bytes in its payload [68]. Note that

the fingerprint only targets QUIC versions 1, which is the most

commonly used version. Other versions are not targeted yet, and

quicping and QUIC draft-29 can evade blocking, which use (0xba,

0xba, 0xba, 0xba) and (0xff, 0xff, 0x00, 0x1d) in their version fields,

respectively [54]. Similar to SNI-based blocking, the TSPU is only

triggered if such a QUIC packet is sent from the local (RU) side,

after which all following packets from both sides will be dropped

immediately. Figure 14 in Appendix shows a minimum “fingerprint”

that the TSPU uses to detect QUIC. Note that once such a packet is

detected, all following packets from the same flow will be dropped,

regardless of their length or the presence of the QUIC fingerprint.

IP-based Blocking. Finally, we found that the TSPU blocks con-

nections to/from certain IP addresses. Specifically, if a Russian client

behind a TSPU device tries to contact the blocked IP, the outgoing

packets would be dropped at the TSPU. If the blocked IP initiates

a connection to a server behind the TSPU, the request (BlockedIP
-> RussiaServer) can pass through, while the response will have its

payload stripped off and TCP flags changed to RST/ACK. The cen-

sorship is applied regardless of packet payload or TCP ports. ICMP

Pings to/from blocked IPs are also dropped. Besides the Tor entry

node IP, we also found six additional IPs that are being blocked

with the same set of behaviors, including IPs from VPN providers

and Google services. None of these IPs were present in the blocking

registry at the time of testing.

We note that each of the six blocking behaviors requires the

TSPU to modify or drop packets in order to sever a violating con-

nection. Such capability suggests that TSPU devices have in-path
components. We highlight that this means the TSPU have more

means to interfere with users’ traffic than known on-path censor-

ship systems, such as the GFW [41, 42, 58].

5.2.1 Trigger Reliability. Previous studies suggest middleboxes do

not consistently apply censorship policies [39, 42, 48]. To test the

reliability of the three TSPU blocking mechanisms, we send 20,000

requests from our RU vantage points to measurement machines,

with different triggers corresponding to each blocking type. For SNI-
based and QUIC blocking, we use measurement machines located in

the US and look for expected blocking behaviors. Unfortunately, we

could not measure throttling (SNI-based III) before it was changed
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SNI-I SNI-II SNI-IV QUIC IP-Based

Rostelecom 0.084% 0.0025% 0.27% 0.02% 0.00%

ERTelecom N/A 1.76% 2.19% 0.93% 0.045%

OBIT 0.14% 0.005% 0.04% 0.00% 0.02%

Table 1: Percentage of TSPU failures—Note that while we ob-
served throttling (SNI-III) during the period of Feb 26 to March 4,

the behavior was replaced by outright blocking before a reliability

experience could be performed.

to RST/ACK (SNI-based I) on March 4, 2022. For IP-Based blocking,

we send TCP SYNs from our Tor entry node located in France and

respond with SYN/ACKs from the vantage points, and then we

check whether the returned packets are changed to RST/ACKs.

We conducted these experiments multiple times, during differ-

ent times of the day and report on the average results. We also

tried different levels of concurrency but found no observable dif-

ferences from sequential testing results. Table 1 shows the average

percentage of un-blocked connections broken down by vantage

points and blocking types. While we found that TSPU devices are

generally effective in enforcing censorship policies, we also noticed

the ER-Telecom vantage point has seen significantly more censor-

ship failures for some blocking types than the other two vantage

points. Further investigation revealed that for our vantage points

in Rostelecom and Obit, there are more than one TSPU devices

on the path to the US/France testing servers. As a result, requests

from these two vantage points require both devices to fail in order

to avoid censorship. We explain the identification and localization

methodologies in § 7.1.1.

5.3 TSPU State Management
Previous work has found that the GFW operated in a stateless

manner before 2007 and had become stateful thereafter [41, 42, 88,

100]. During our investigation of the TSPU, we found multiple cases

where changes in the IP or TCP layer resulted in different censorship

behaviors, implying a degree of statefulness when the TSPU makes

access control decisions. For IP, we focus on how the TSPU handles

IP fragmentation, a well-known source of stateness that violates the

statelessness of IP [26]. For TCP, we explore sequences of TCP flags

that create states at the TSPU’s connection tracking component

that bypass blocking, and from observed behaviors we estimate

timeout values for different states.

5.3.1 IP Fragmentation Behaviors. We investigate how the TSPU

handles fragmented IP packets in general, regardless of censorship

being triggered or not. First, we found that TSPU devices buffer

incomplete fragments, but does not de-fragment them before for-

warding to the next hop. Specifically, fragments are buffered at

the TSPU, and once the last fragment arrives, all fragments are

forwarded individually, without reassembly. Figure 3 depicts this

behavior. In addition, when fragments are forwarded to the next

hop, the Time-to-live (TTL) field of the first fragment (identified by

zero offset) is used for subsequent fragments. The fact that TSPU

devices buffer fragments may suggest that it is capable of reassem-

bling and inspecting fragmented IP packets.

In addition, we found that the TSPU enforces several restrictions

on fragmented packets, and a “malformed” fragment will cause the

current fragmentation state, identified by the source, destination

ReceiverSender TSPU

...... 

Fragment[1] 
offset=1400 

flag:MF 

Fragment[0] 
offset=0 flag:MF 

Fragment[n] 
offset=N flag: Fragment[0] 

offset=0 flag:MF 

Fragment[1] 
offset=1400

flag:MF 

Fragment[n] 
offset=N flag: 

...... 

Receiver 
hop: b 

Fragment[1],
ttl = a-1 

Fragment[0],
ttl = b

Sender 
hop:0 

TSPU 
hop: a 

Fragment[1],  
ttl = a 

Fragment[0],
ttl = b

Fragment[0],
ttl = b

Fragment[1],
ttl = b

Figure 3: TSPU handling of IP fragmentation—Note that it

buffers IP fragments and forwards the fragments individually af-

ter the last fragment arrives. In addition, when fragments are for-

warded, the TTL fields of second to last fragments are rewritten to

the TTL of the first fragment.

IP and IPID tuple, to be discarded. Specifically, if one or more frag-

ments is duplicated or share an overlapping payload (i.e., it has the
same or overlapping offset as another fragment), then no fragment

belonging to this IP packet will be forwarded. Furthermore, the

fragment cache on TSPU devices seems to have a short timeout of

around 5 seconds, and if by then there are still fragments missing,

the entire queue is discarded. Finally, we found that TSPU devices

enforce a limit of 45 as the maximum number of fragments permit-

ted in a single packet. Specifically, TSPU accepts up to 45 fragments

of a single packet before the entire fragment queue is discarded.

These behaviors can be observed by sending fragments through

a TSPU device in either direction, and in § 7 we leverage these

behaviors to remotely measure the deployment of TSPU devices.

5.3.2 TCP Sequences. We explore different TCP sequences for the

ones that establish a “state” at the TSPU for inspection and possible

blocking. Our testing methodology consists of sending TCP packets

between the local and remote endpoints, alternating source and des-

tination, and modulating the TCP flags. We exhaustively searched

all combinations of such sequences of length up to 3 packets. For

each sequence, we determine if it is a valid prefix sequence for TSPU

blocking by appending a triggering ClientHello and observing if

the connection exhibits expected blocking behaviors.

As shown in Figure 4, we first notice that any sequence starting

with a packet sent by the remote peer is NOT a valid prefix to trigger

the TSPU. This means that the censorship is likely not symmetric

with respect to inside and outside Russia, which is also noted in

previous work [98]. Such behavior makes remote measurement

extremely challenging. For example, for out-registry blocking (e.g.
play.google.com) that is only blocked by the TSPU, remote mea-

surement platforms such as Censored Planet are not able to detect

this anomaly whereas the in-country observatory OONI reports

over 70% of web connectivity tests as anomalies [19]. The fact that

TSPU censorship depends on which machine, local or remote, sends

the first packet suggests that TSPU devices maintain states about

packet direction, which is challenging for stateful DPIs to handle

unambiguously. Specifically, a DPI may use heuristics in the packet

header to infer the roles of “client” and “server”.
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Figure 4: TSPU Triggering Sequences. Path to green nodes are

sequences that evade SNI-I but not SNI-IV.

In the case of TCP, the first “SYN” packet usually indicates which

side is the “client”. Corner cases in TCP exist, such as Simultaneous

Open and Split Handshake [87], where both client and server send a

SYN packet during the initial handshake phase. Devices that rely on

literal SYN or SYN/ACK packets to infer which machine is “client”

and “server” can be tricked into reversing those roles. Indeed, we

found that sequences that start by an outgoing (local to remote)

packet but later contain an incoming SYN packet (colored green

in Figure 4) show different behaviors from other sequences. For

sequences with remote-sent SYNs, most sites targeted by SNI- I

are no longer blocked. However, for sites also targeted by SNI- IV,

such as sites corresponding to Twitter and Facebook domains, a

different blocking behavior is triggered (SNI- IV), which drops all

packets from both sides. We note that SNI- IV requires a longer

prefix sequence to trigger, and it is only triggered when SNI- I fails

to take action (otherwise RST/ACKs would be dropped as well).

Such behavior is highly similar to the “backup” filtering mechanism

described in previous work on the Great Firewall of China [39].

5.3.3 Timeouts for TCP States. Connection tracking systems trade-

off between maintaining states for connections they have previ-

ously seen without exhausting system resources or storing stale

connection information. This is achieved by removing entries for

connections after a timeout expires. We adopt a methodology based

on sending TCP packets with different sequences of flags to in-

duce state transitions and to estimate different timeout values. Our

timeout estimation methodology is based on the fact that we can

differentiate states based on whether a trigger causes the TSPU to

block a connection or not, as well as the duration for which the

blocking or bypassing persists.

We focus on SYN-SENT, SYN-RECEIVED, and ESTABLISHED

because these states exist at the beginning of a TCP connection

while it is in active use. We do not include the SYN2 state of Si-

multaneous Open because we could not measure a distinct timeout

value for it, and we found no evidence that the TSPU tracks the

SYN2 state (and some evidence that it does not, in that Simultane-

ous Open evades some TSPU blockings). The SYN-SENT state is

entered whenever a host initiates a TCP connection via the TCP

three-way handshake. The SYN-RECEIVED state is entered when

a host (typically the “server”) receives a SYN packet in the three-

way handshake. Specifically, we estimate the timeouts of a state

Client TSPU Server

{SYN}

{SYN}

{SYN/ACK}

{ACK {SNI=t.co}}

Client TSPU Server

{SYN}

{SYN}

{SYN/ACK}

{ACK {SNI=t.co}}

SYN_SENT
Timeout

SYN_SENT

SYN_SENT2

SYN_RECV

ESTABLISHED

SYN_SENT

NULL
SYN_SENT

SYN_RECV

ESTABLISHED

TSPU
States

TSPU
States

Figure 5: Timeout inference for TCP SYN-SENT.

Sequence Timeout State

Remote.SYN; SLEEP; Local.SYN; Remote.SA; Local.Trigger 60 SYN_SENT

Local.SYN; Remote.SYN; Local.A; SLEEP; Local.Trigger 105 SYN_RCVD

Local.SYN; Remote.SA; SLEEP; Remote.ACK; Local.Trigger 480 ESTABLISHED

Local.Trigger(SNI- I); SLEEP 75 SNI- I

Local.Trigger(SNI- II); SLEEP 420 SNI- II

Local.Trigger(SNI- IV); SLEEP 40 SNI- IV

Local.Trigger(QUIC); SLEEP 420 QUIC

Table 2: Sequences for state timeout measurements.

by sending sequences of packets, such as SYNs from the remote

peer, then wait for some period of time T before sending triggers
2

and check whether blocking is induced. We repeat the experiment

while iteratively adjusting T until we find a threshold that consis-

tently leads to different behaviors (blocking or bypassing). Figure 5

shows an example of how we estimate the timeout for SYN-SENT.

Note that we use SNIs not present in the blocking registry to avoid

potentially inducing interference from ISPs’ filtering devices on

network paths.

Table 2 summarizes the timeout values we found corresponding

to different TCP states and the timeouts for different blocking po-

lices once they are triggered. Table 8 and Table 7 in Appendix show

timeout values corresponding to other states as well as popular

OSes and specifications. We note that the timeout values for the

TSPU do not seem to conform to any other OSes with documen-

tation. Specifically, the TSPU has much shorter timeouts for SYN-

SENT and ESTABLISHED when compared to Linux and FreeBSD.

In § 8, we discuss how such short timeouts may help with devising

circumvention strategies.

6 WHAT DOES THE TSPU BLOCK?
After identifying blocking behaviors that can be attributed to the

TSPU, we want to understand what resources or categories of re-

sources are being targeted by expanding measurements to cover

more domains.

6.1 Testing Input Lists
Tranco list. We first select the top 10k domains as ranked

by Tranco [79], a research-oriented top sites ranking list (Alexa

has been deprecated as of May 1, 2022). Following previous stud-

ies [63, 77], we complement this list with domains from the Citizen

Lab Global Block List (CLBL) [57]. CLBL contains URLs specifically

2
On vantage points with multiple TSPU devices, we TTL-limited the triggers to the

first symmetric TSPU device to ensure server-sent packets are seen. See § 7.1.1.
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Figure 6: Sets of domains blocked by ISPs and the TSPU—
TSPU blockings are more consistent across vantage points.

selected for censorship testing, including a range of popular web-

sites with content that is “provocative or objectionable”. In total,

our Tranco list contains 11325 unique domains, most of which are in

English. Both Tranco and CLBL lists provide category information

for their domains.

Registry Sample. Roskomnadzor maintains a centralized block-

ing registry after the passage of federal law 139-FZ [17]. This block-

ing registry is public but protected with a CAPTCHA [22], where

only singular queries of domain or IP can be made. Since bulk

querying is not possible, we obtained a link to a “leaked” repository

that contains a copy of the blocked domains that is distributed by

Roskomnadzor to ISPs [21], regularly updated since 2012. Previous

studies validated this registry by comparing it with samples signed

by Roskomnadzor and found that the two registries are practically

identical [81]. We therefore use this registry to create our Registry
Sample by randomly sampling 10,000 domain names that have been

added to the registry since January 1, 2022.

Categorizing our Registry Sample is not trivial. Roskomnadzor’s

blocking registry does not provide any category information and

online classification services such as Fortiguard [50] do not work

well for Russian sites. Following previous work, we used the topic

modeling algorithm developed by Ramesh et al. [81] based on previ-

ous techniques [93]. From our measurement machine in the US, we

visited and obtained the HTML responses for each domain from our

Registry Sample. Then, we clustered the received webpages using

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) clustering to identify common

topics [35]. Refer to [81] for a more detailed description of the al-

gorithm. We focused only on webpages whose primary language is

Russian or English in order to reduce the manual effort of labelling

topics. Finally, we manually merge the topics from the Tranco list
and our Registry Sample into 11 categories.

6.2 Testing Methodology
To test for TSPU censorship, we crafted ClientHellos containing a

test SNI to send from the three RU vantage points to the measure-

ment machines in the US. We coordinated RU clients and measure-

ment machines to send different packet sequences to test all types

of SNI-based blocking, and we captured packets from both sides for

reference. For example, to test for SNI-based IV, the measurement

machines were configured to respond to a SYN with a SYN to start

a split handshake.

Types Domains

SNI- I infox.sg, tor.eff.org, googlesyndication.com, theins.ru, twimg.com, t.co face-

book.com, twitter.com, dw.com, instagram.com ...(9899)

SNI- II nordaccount.com, play.google.com, news.google.com, nordvpn.com

SNI- IV twimg.com, t.co messenger.com, cdninstagram.com, twitter.com,

web.facebook.com, numbuster.ru

Table 3: Domain blocking types Out-registry domains. Domains

added to the registry after 2022-02-24

In addition, we also want to test censorship by ISPs. Tradition-

ally, censorship in Russia has been carried out in a “decentralized”

form [81], where each ISP implements its own blocking devices

and keeps its blocklist up-to-date. We want to understand the char-

acteristics of TSPU blocking in comparison to ISP blocking. To

observe censorship from ISPs, we first notice that all three RU

vantage points are located inside residential ISPs that implement

blockpages as their blocking methods. Specifically, ISPs’ DNS re-

solvers would return IPs pointing to the ISP’s blockpage, which is

different from ISP to ISP, in response to any query with a domain

name found inside the blocklist maintained by the ISP. We select

three local resolvers inside the three RU ISPs, and send queries to

them once from the RU vantage points and once from US measure-

ment machines. We find no difference in responses between the two

cases. We focus on only blockpage-based blocking for two reasons:

previous work suggests that typically a single ISP-implemented

blocking method dominates at each ISP; and, for residential ISPs

the method is blockpage-based blocking, which is also consistent

with Roskomnadzor’s guidelines [18, 81].

6.3 Results
We first note that the list of domains that trigger TSPU blocking

are consistent across vantage points, as expected. As shown in

Figure 6, for both the Tranco list and our Registry Sample, blocking
implemented by individual ISPs falls behind the TSPU in terms of

coverage. Most of the Tranco domains that are blocked only by

the TSPU are not present in the blocking registry (“out-registry”

blocking), most of which are Google services, circumvention tools,

news and pornography sites. For our Registry Sample, we note

that resolvers in Rostelecom and OBIT do not enforce blocking

effectively on domains recently added to the registry, returning

blockpages for only 1,302 and 3,943 domains, respectively, while the

TSPU blocks the same list of 9,655 domains in all three ISPs. This

result illustrates the major change underway in Russian censorship

practice: the previous decentralized model where each ISP enforces

different blocklists is being superseded by a more centralized one,

with the TSPU enforcing the blocking registry in a more uniform

and effective way.

Figure 7 shows the categories for domains blocked by the TSPU.

Consistent with previous work on Russia’s censorship [81], the

majority of blocked domains are for gambling, news, and stream-

ing/media sites. In particular, the category “Informative Media” sees

the largest number of domains being blocked, which include sites

from news agencies, personal blogs, social media and multimedia

platforms, suggesting active interference in the free flow of informa-

tion. Table 3 shows the blocking types for domains censored by the

TSPU. We note that the vast majority of blocking was implemented

by SNI- I (RST/ACK). In particular, the list of domains blocked by

SNI- IV is a select subset of targets of SNI- I. It is unclear to us why
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Figure 7: Domain Categories. Excluding (1398+2680) domains

that failed TCP, or empty/unparseable HTML responses. Error page
includes geoblocked or parking pages.

these domains are specially targeted other than that most of them

are associated with Twitter and Facebook.

7 WHERE DOES THE TSPU BLOCK?
We investigate where TSPU devices are located. We start by measur-

ing how far they are from our RU vantage points with TTL-limited

measurements. In addition, we devise novel techniques based our

knowledge about TSPU devices from previous sections to remotely

identify and locate them.

7.1 Local-to-Remote Localization
To identify where in the network path TSPU blocking occurs, we

employ a TTL-based technique similar to traceroute. Specifically,

from each RU vantage point, we send two types of packets, trigger

and control packets, to the measurement machines. Trigger packets

have increasing TTL values, and have the same payload as described

in § 5, i.e., ClientHello with a blocked SNI or a UDP packet of more

than 1001 bytes with the QUIC fingerprint. The control packets

are basic non-triggering packets that are used to either establish a

state (e.g. sequences ot TCP packets with flags) or to infer whether

blocking has occurred as a result of trigger packets. To estimate the

network location of TSPU devices, we repeat the experiment while

assigning trigger packets increasing TTL values. If we identify some

TTL value N where we do not observe blocking behavior but TTL

N+1 results in blocking, then we report that the TSPU device exists

between hop N and N+1.
For all three vantage points, we identified that the correspond-

ing TSPU device was located within the first three hops. This is

consistent with the installation guideline sent by Roskomnadzor

to ISPs, which recommends that TSPU devices be installed before

carrier-grade NAT, close to end users [83].

7.1.1 Multiple TSPU devices on a network path. On Rostelecom

and OBIT, we identified a second TSPU installation location fur-

ther away from our vantage points. To explain how we identified

them, we first note that asymmetric routing is common in Russia:

on all three vantage points, our upstream and downstream traffic
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Figure 8: TSPU devices with partial visibility—Left: Experiment

to identify upstream-only TSPU devices from RU vantage points;

Right: Remote measurement using echo servers within Russia.

would traverse different hops, and in some cases different transit

ISPs within Russia, depending on the destination. Based on this

observation, we designed an experiment to identify TSPU devices

that have only partial (upstream-only) visibility into users’ traffic.

Figure 8 (left) shows a diagram of the experiment. On a high

level, the experiment is based on the fact that the TSPU only applies

its blocking rules to flows initiated remotely. We trick a TSPU

device with only upstream visibility into reversing the roles of

“client” and “server” for a remotely-originated flow and therefore

applies blocking rules. Specifically, we assume there are two TSPU

installation points, A and B, with A being close to the end user and B

exists somewhere on the path between A and the remote destination

(a<b<c). TSPU A, being close to end user, has symmetric visibility

whereas TSPU B only observes upstream (RU to US) traffic. We start

by having the US machine send a SYN packet to the RU vantage

point, which is seen by TSPU A but not TSPU B. RU vantage point,

upon receiving the SYN, completes the handshake by returning a

SYN/ACK, which traverses through both TSPU devices. Next, we

send a ClientHello with a reduced TTL and a SNI from the SNI-

II group (because SNI-II affects both downstream and upstream

packets, whereas SNI-I acts only on downstream packets). Note

that even if this ClientHello passes TSPU A, censorship would not

be triggered since the connection was initiated by the US peer.

However, from the perspective of TSPU B, the connection was

initiated with a RU-sent SYN/ACK (which is unusual but we show

in Figure 4 that a single SYN/ACK is a valid prefix). Therefore, as

soon as the ClientHello passes TSPU B, the session would see the

SNI-II blocking behavior.

We repeat this experiment on all three vantage points with in-

creasing TTLs and different destinations. On OBIT, we identified

two upstream-only TSPU devices, both located at the first link of

the transit RU ISP (Rostelecom and RasCom, depending on the desti-

nation). This seems to suggest that transit (upstream) ISPs can have

their own TSPU devices in place to filter traffic on behalf of their

client networks, which is consistent with the requirements listed

in the executive order “Requirements for the Procedure for Passing
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Echo Servers Nmap-filtered TSPU-positive

IPs 1404 1136 417

ASes (Networks) 188 (344) 47 (141) 15 (69)

Table 4: Results from measurements with Echo servers—
“Nmap-filtered” are targets that are deemed unlikely to be end-user

devices following the procedure outlined in § 4.

Traffic in Data Networks” [30] that exempts network operators from

installing TSPU devices on their own links, if they can route their

traffic to TSPU devices installed by their upstream providers [2]. On

Rostelecom, we identified an upstream-only TSPU device one hop

(still in the same AS) behind the TSPU device that has symmetric

visibility. Our findings are supported with TCP traceroutes from

both directions. We note that we are only able to identify the first

symmetric and upstream-only TSPU devices on a network path,

and there could be additional installation locations further down

the network path, which we are unable to identify. Furthermore,

since the blocking triggers (§ 5) need to be sent in the upstream

direction, we are not able to identify TSPU devices that see only

downstream traffic.

We note that TSPU devices with asymmetric visibility may result

in underblocking (e.g. SNI-I is triggered by upstream ClientHello but

acts only on downstream traffic) and overblocking (since the TSPU

may not be able to determine whether the connection is initiated

within Russia).

7.2 Remote Measurements
To answer questions such as “where TSPU devices are deployed”

at scale, we are limited by the number of vantage points we have.

We therefore attempt to identify TSPU devices by remote mea-

surements. As shown in § 5, remotely identifying TSPU devices

is extremely challenging, as TSPU blocking is not applied sym-

metrically. Furthermore, considering the volatile situation in the

region, we do not want to rely on crowdsourced measurement,

since it involves having volunteers sending disallowed traffic to

trigger censorship. We devise two methods to identify and locate

TSPU devices remotely and ethically, using knowledge we gained

in previous sections. We validate the two methods on a select set of

non-residential-user (i.e., routers or switches) targets within Russia.

Echo Measurements We demonstrate in § 7.1.1 that TSPU

devices can be installed potentially inside transit ISPs, and when

they do they may have an asymmetric view of users’ traffic. In

particular, for upstream-only TSPU devices, the roles of “client”

and “server” may be reversed since it does not see the initial SYN

packet sent by the remote peer. However, the triggering ClientHello

would still need to traverse the TSPU from within Russia in order

to trigger censorship.

Based on this observation, we design an experiment using echo

servers within Russia in order to extend measurements beyond van-

tage points we own. As shown in Figure 8 (right), we run Quack [89]

from measurement machines to echo servers on TCP port 7. After

the initial handshake, we send a ClientHello with a target SNI and

wait for it to be echoed back. Next, we send 20 TCP packets with

random payloads to the echo server, and count the number of pack-

ets received. If we receive all 20 packets with a non-offending SNI

but less than that (we use a threshold of ≤ 5) with a domain from

Echo (N) Echo (B) Hamming Distance

IP (N) 673 12

0.0493IP (B) 44 405

Fragment (N) Fragment (B) Hamming Distance

IP (N) 828 85

0.0199IP (B) 151 7567

Table 5: Results of TSPU IP blocking, Echo and Fragmenta-
tion measurements. B=Blocked, N=Not blocked.

the SNI-II group, then we conclude there is a TSPU device on path

that is triggered by the ClientHello.

We used ZMap [46] to scan all Russian IP prefixes on TCP port 7.

For each open port discovered, we sent TCP packets with random

payloads, andwe selected servers that were still echoing our packets

after we sent 20 packets. Next, following previous work [89], we

used Nmap’s OS detection module to scan the IPs according to the

process described in § 4. For each remaining endpoint, we test it

from our Paris measurement machine following the experiment

described above. Table 4 shows the results. We were able to observe

TSPU blocking from 417 echo servers located in 15 ASes, which is

surprising as it shows upstream-only TSPU devices can be prevalent

on Russia’s network. Interestingly, to trigger blocking, the client

(ephemeral) port on the Paris machine needs to be set to 443, which

further confirms our hypothesis that the roles of “client” and “server”

are reversed from the perspective of TSPU devices with partial

visibility.

To correlate our echo results with other TSPU behaviors, we

try to connect to these servers from the Tor entry node that is

“out-registry” blocked by the TSPU. We note that the Tor node is

located in the same data center as the measurement machine used

in the echo experiment so the effect from routing differences should

be minimized. Specifically, for each echo server, we send a SYN

packet to TCP port 7 and we label the test as “IP Blocked” if the

returning SYN/ACK is changed to RST/ACK, which is the expected

behavior for IP-based blocking on the TSPU. Table 5 suggests a

strong correlation between IP-based blocking by the TSPU and the

observed SNI-II blocking on echo servers.

Fragmentation Measurements To further scale up our mea-

surements of the TSPU, we employ a different technique based

on how it handles IP fragmentation. § 5 finds that TSPU devices

buffer fragmented IP packets, and it: 1) accepts up to 45 fragments

of a single packet before discarding the entire queue; 2) drops the

entire queue if duplicate or overlapping fragments are found; and

3) changes the TTL of each subsequent fragment to the TTL of

the first fragment. We exploit the first two behaviors to identify

whether there is a TSPU-like DPI on the path, and we use the third

behavior to pinpoint the network location of the device.

We first note that a fragment queue limit of 45 is not a common

behavior. Linux has this value set by default to 64, whereas on Cisco

and Juniper network devices the limit is 24 or 250, respectively [6,

14, 15].We randomly sampled 1million US hosts with TCP port 7547

open (the port where we saw the most TSPU-like fragmentation

behavior in our Russian scan), and we found only 0.708% endpoints

to have a similar limit on the size of fragmentation queue, most

of which are from a single AS (AS17306). In addition, while TSPU

devices drop fragment queues with duplicates, RFC 5722 notes that
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Figure 9: Endpoints with TSPU installations by port—High
percentage of TSPU interference on endpoints with port 7547 could

suggest that residential ISPs are more targeted.

duplicates should rather be “ignored” and the queue kept for later

reassembly [51, 56].

We conduct a similar test to see the correlation between the

fragmentation behaviors and IP-based blocking by the TSPU. We

sampled 200,000 RU hosts on TCP port 7547 and filtered 13,309

non-residential endpoints. Prior to testing, we performed control

measurements to remove all endpoints that do not respond to either

any SYN packets, SYNs with payloads, or fragmented SYN packets.

For each of the remaining 8,566 endpoints, we sent a SYN packet

from the Tor entry node and two fragmented SYN packets, with

fragment size of 45 and 46, from the Paris measurement machine.

We labeled an endpoint Fragment (B) if it responded to fragments

of size 45 but not 46, and IP (B) if we recorded at least one RST/ACK
from the Tor node. Results shown in Table 5 suggest a strong cor-

relation between the two behaviors. We suspect, but are unable to

verify, that disagreements may be due to either downstream-only

TSPU devices or other middleboxes on the path that reassemble

fragments.

To identify where the TSPU device is located on a path, we

exploit the the fact that when a TSPU device forwards IP fragments,

it changes all fragments to have the TTL of the first fragment. As

shown in Figure 3, we send a SYN packet broken into two fragments,

with the first fragment having a full TTL and second fragment a

reduced TTL. We repeat this step while assigning the second packet

increasing TTL values. Since the first fragment would be buffered

at the TSPU device, if the second fragment arrives at the TSPU

device there before its TTL expires, both of them will be forwarded

with full TTL and we will receive a response from the server.

On April 26, 2022, we queried Censys [45] for RU hosts with open

TCP ports, and we selected IPs from the most popular ten ports. In

total, this gives us 4,005,138 unique endpoints (IP:Port). We did not

perform NMap scans as we will only send fragmented TCP packets

with random payloads and “SYN” flag set from our measurement

machines, and we believe the potential risk in doing so is minimal.

For each endpoint, we conduct the fragmentation measurement,

and for each target that shows TSPU-like fragmentation behavior,

we locate the device by iteratively sending TTL-limited fragments,

as described above. We accompany each test with a TCP SYN tracer-

oute to record the IPs of the “TSPU link” (i.e., between the last hop

where we do not observe TSPU behaviors and the first hop that we

do).

Figure 10: 25K Traceroutes visualization—TSPU links are col-

ored red to show their position with respect to destination IP.

7.3 Results
Limitations: We note that the results and estimates we provide

in this section are likely lower bounds. First, the fragments need to

pass through a TSPU device before reaching the destination, which

requires the TSPU device to have visibility into downstream traffic.

For upstream-only TSPU devices (which we showed in § 7.1.1 are

prevalent), the end users are still affected by its blocking, but we are

unable to detect it with fragmentation measurements. Also, other

DPIs or firewalls on the path may buffer or reassemble fragments

before reaching the TSPU. Further, our technique does not measure

TSPU devices installed behind NATs, which is a recommended

installation location according to Roskomnadzor’s letter to ISPs [83].

Finally, our measurement covers only the top 10 ports in Russia.

Figure 9 shows the result broken down by ports. In total, out

of 4,005,138 endpoints from 4,986 ASes that we checked, 1,013,600

(25.31%) endpoints from 650 ASes showed TSPU-like IP fragmenta-

tion behavior, suggesting that this new TSPU system has already

achieved significant deployment within Russia. We note that end-

points on port 7547 exhibit the highest number of TSPU-like be-

haviors, and compared to “server” ports like 80, 22, or 443, hosts

with port 7547 open are over 300% more likely to have a TSPU

device on path. Note that this does not mean some ports are specif-

ically targeted by the censor; rather, we hope that different open

ports can be correlated with the types of the networks where the

hosts reside. TCP port 7547 is used by TR-069, a protocol that pro-

vides remote management and communication between Customer

Premises Equipment (CPE) devices like home routers and ISPs’

configuration servers. Since the protocol is mostly used only by

residential ISPs, this corroborates existing evidence that the TSPU

specifically target residential networks while data centers may be

exempted from it. In addition, we found that while only 12.8% of
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all ASes show TSPU-like behaviors, the majority of affected ASes

have mid-to-large networks. For example, among the 85 ASes that

we have at least 5,000 testing targets in, over 75% of them contain

endpoints that are behind TSPU installations.

For each testing endpoint, we use traceroute and TTL-limited

fragments to locate the the IPs of the hops before and after the

TSPU device (“TSPU links”). We cluster these TSPU links based on

IP address. For TSPU links that connect leaf nodes, we cluster them

based only on the IP of the hop before. We did not perform alias

resolution because we do not know if the TSPU device acts as a

router, acts as an in-path device on specific interfaces of a router,

or is configured in some other way. Moreover, we are interested

in paths from our measurement machines, not a full topology. For

these reasons, we base our results on the raw traceroute data. From

over one million traceroutes that suggest TSPU installations on

network paths, we identified 6,871 unique TSPU links. We believe

this number is a gross underestimation on how many TSPU de-

vices have been actually deployed, since we only identify the TSPU

devices that are, against Roskomnadzor’s recommendation [83],

outside a NAT. Figure 10 shows a sample of 25,000 traceroutes with

TSPU links colored red to show their position with respect to leaf

nodes. Figure 12 in Appendix plots a histogram of the number of

hops TSPU devices are from destination IPs, which shows for over

69% cases the TSPU link is within the first two hops from the desti-

nation IP. Both plots suggest that TSPU devices are located closer to

network leaves (possibly end users) than to border or backbone net-

works. We highlight this is different from the deployment location

of the GFW as noted in previous work [42, 97], which measured

the GFW in large IXPs, regional gateways, or close to the border.

Finally, we have seen cases where traffic to endpoints from

small ISPs goes through TSPU devices that are installed in their

upstream providers. Figure 11 shows one such example, where traf-

fic to AS207967 Anton Mamaev as well as three other small ISPs

in Tyumen city pass through a TSPU link installed inside AS12389

Rostelecom. Barring the possibility that additional TSPU devices

are installed further down the path, this likely shows that small

ISPs sometimes rely on TSPUs installed by their upstream providers

to be compliant with the requirement [2].

8 CIRCUMVENTION
Based on what we learned about the TSPU, we discovered several

strategies at various layers of the protocol stack that provide means

for censorship circumvention, such as fragmentation at the IP layer

or Split Handshake at the TCP layer. We broadly classify them as

either Server-side strategies that can be deployed solely by the

server, or Client-side strategies that require modification to the

application or operating system on the client side.

As with all research on censorship circumvention, there is a risk

that our work detailing ways to bypass the TSPUwill lead to censors

patching their system against circumvention strategies described

here. We offered potential server-side strategies to sites that were

affected by TSPU blocking in March 2022 while placing our report

under embargo. However, considering how widely deployed the

TSPU is, its technical sophistication, and the existing difficulty that

circumvention techniques have of getting deployed or disseminated

without the censors learning about them, we follow the same policy

Figure 11: Traceroutes for three ISPs in Tyumen city—TSPU
devices are installed inside Rostelecom (red links), which seems to

provide “censorship-as-a-service” to downstream ISPs [2].

of previous work in this area [36–39, 98] and report full details here

about packet sequences that evade the TSPU.

Server-side Strategies We identified two server-side circum-

vention strategies that require no client-side modification. First,

servers can announce a smaller TCPwindow sizewithin the SYN/ACK

packet of the initial handshake. By doing so, the client-side TCP

stack would divide the ClientHello into multiple TCP segments.

This strategy was previously used by brdgrd [4] to break the ci-

pherlist of Tor’s ClientHello to avoid detection by China’s GFW.

Choosing an initial window size may be tricky: we have seen some

ISPs that filter out SYN packets with certain small window sizes,

but less is known about whether window sizes in SYN/ACKs are

filtered as well. In addition, servers can remove the ACK flag from

the SYN/ACK packet of the initial handshake. This results in the

so-called “Split Handshake” [87]. Specifically, an unmodified client

sends a SYN to the server, and the server, instead of responding

with the usual SYN/ACK, removes the ACK flag and just sends a

SYN. The unmodified client, upon receiving the SYN, would send a

SYN/ACK back to the server, and the server can ACK to finish the

handshake. This is one of the “green” sequences from Figure 4, and

this strategy works for sites targeted by SNI-I. Two strategies can

even be combined: the server sends SYN in response to client’s SYN,

and announce a smaller window size in the ACK that precedes the

ClientHello.

Previous work has explored server-side censorship circumven-

tion in other countries [37]. While server-side strategies can help

non tech-savvy users to bypass censorship with unmodified soft-

ware, there are a few issues that can limit their usefulness. First,

server-side strategies will not help clients bypass DNS-based censor-

ship, such as the blockpages implemented by Russian ISPs. Second,

even though these strategies look simple, as previously discussed,

site operators may not be able to deploy them. Finally, as shown in

§ 7.1.1, server-side strategies may not be effective against middle-

boxes that have only partial visibility into users’ traffic, as server-

sent packets may not be routed through them. For example, sites
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targeted by SNI-II can still be blocked even with the Split Hand-

shake strategy, due to the existence of an upstream-only TSPU

device on the path.

Client-side Strategies We found that some client-side strate-

gies discovered in previous work [98] have been mitigated. Specif-

ically, sending a TTL-limited random-looking packets no longer

prevents the following ClientHello from triggering the TSPU. Ap-

parently, the “inspection window” has been extended to cover

packets that come later in the session. IP fragmentation or TCP

segmentation still help bypass the TSPU when the ClientHello is

broken across more than one packet, as well as modifications to

the triggering ClientHello (e.g., padding extension, or prepending
the ClientHello with another TLS record).

There are a few other potential circumvention approaches. For

example, based on the fact that TSPU devices have a short timeout

for the SYN-SENT state, one strategy could be simply having the

server wait until the entry that tracks the connection at the TSPU

is evicted before responding (by then the connection would look

like server-initiated). Figure 4 also suggests a few other TCP packet

sequences that lead to circumvention. However, we note that these

approaches either introduce large delay or require modification on

both clients and servers. Thus, we do not discuss them further due

to their limited usability/deployability.

The TSPU could easily “patch” these evasion strategies (server-

side or client-side), assuming it is provisioned with enough compu-

tation and memory resources. Handling Simultaneous Open or Split

Handshake simply requires reasoning about the roles of “Client”

and “Server” in a more ad-hoc way. TCP flow reassembly is a stan-

dard feature for today’s DPIs, though it comes with a significantly

higher requirement for resources. The server-side reduced win-

dow size strategy could be countered with a simple restriction

that filters servers’ advertised flow control windows. While we

do not know if TSPU devices can handle additional computation

and storage requirements, the fact that they do not reassemble

TCP streams—a capability that the Great Firewall has had since

at least 2013 [37, 90, 94]—, and the substantial number of TSPU

deployments both suggest that Russia’s TSPU is potentially making

a trade-off to use several low-cost, commodity hardware boxes and

putting them close to users, at the expense of being less able to pool

resources to resist evasion attempts.

9 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Our investigation suggests pervasive deployment of TSPU devices,

which constitute a critical part of the technical stack of the RuNet’s

provision.While commodity filters andDPIswere originally adopted

for purposes such as caching and security, they are increasingly

being used to actively interfere with users’ traffic. The TSPU pro-

gressed from ideation to deployment in three years, and we show

that their deployment has delivered fine-grained information con-

trol to the hands of the Russian government. Our results reveal

Russia has made a conscious decision to place them in residential

networks and close to end users. Such pervasive deployment of in-

path middleboxes may have far-reaching security implications be-

yond censorship: compared to on-path systems (e.g. the GFW [42])

or centrally-deployed in-path systems (e.g. the Great Cannon, Sand-
vine PacketLogic, or Kazakhstan’s MITM system [3, 58, 80]), in-path

middleboxes deployed in decentralized networks on the same side

of CG-NAT as users, like the TSPU, are much better suited for tar-

geted surveillance and machine-in-the-middle attacks. Additionally,

while our work focuses primarily on Russia, we fear the TSPU

may become a blueprint for other countries to follow, especially

considering that Russia has a record of exporting censorship tech-

niques. Researchers should be on alert for the possibility that TSPU

devices may be used for more active network interference beyond

censorship, as well as their deployment in other countries.
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Figure 12: Number of hops that TSPU devices are away from
destination IPs.

Figure 13: A Clienthello that triggers TSPU’s SNI-based cen-
sorship.

Figure 14: A UDP packet that triggers TSPU’s QUIC censor-
ship.
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A SNI-BASED AND QUIC BLOCKING
TRIGGERS

Figure 13 shows which parts of a ClientHello packet are inspected

by the TSPU. Specifically, we find that the TSPU parses a ClientHello

in order to locate the SNI field, rather than matching the targeted

domain strings over entire packets. The TSPU ignores other TLS

extensions.

Figure 14 shows a minimum “fingerprint” that the TSPU uses

to detect QUIC packets. Specifically, the fingerprint is based on

QUIC’s plaintext “version” field (0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x01 starting

from the second byte) within the protocol’s header, and it applies

the filter for any UDP packet destined to port 443 that has at least

1001 bytes in its payload [68].

B TCP STATES TIMEOUTS
Table 8 summarizes the timeout value estimates for our state enu-

meration experiments. We found a total of four unique timeout

values, none of which match known connection tracking implemen-

tations. This is a lower bound as some states could share the same

timeout value. Table 7 lists the state timeout values for common

OSes and specifications.
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OS/Spec Connection State Timeout
rdp timeout_inactivity translation 86400

rdp timeouts_inactivity tcp_handshake 4

rdp timeouts_inactivity tcp_active 300

rdp timeouts_inactivity tcp_final 240

rdp timeouts_inactivity tcp_reset 4

rdp timeouts_inactivity tcp_session_active 120

freebsd tcp.first 120

freebsd tcp.opening 30

freebsd tcp.established 86400

freebsd tcp.closing 900

freebsd tcp.finwait 45

freebsd tcp.closed 90

windows TCP FIN 60

windows TCP RST 10

windows TCP half open 30

windows TCP idle timeout 240

linux syn_sent 120

linux syn_recv 60

linux established 432000

linux time_wait 120

linux unacknowledged 300

linux last_ack 30

linux fin_wait 120

linux close 10

linux close_wait 60

rfc 5382 half open 240

rfc 5382 established idle 7200

rfc 5382 TIME WAIT 240

rfc 7857 partial open idle timeout 240

Huawei TCP session aging time 600

Cisco Tcp-timeout 86400

Juniper TCP session timeout 1800

Table 7: Timeout values for TCP states for open and closed source

connection tracking systems. RDP [82], FreeBSD [9], Windows [25],

Linux [16],rfc 5382 [49], rfc 7857 [78],Huewei [10], Cisco [5], Ju-

niper [13]

Sequences Timeout Estimate Action
Lt 180 DROP
Rs;Lt 30 PASS
Rs;Ls;Lt 30 PASS
Ls; Rs; Lt 180 DROP
Rs;Ls;Rsa;Lt 480 PASS
Ss; Ls; Lsa; Lt 180 PASS
Rs; Ls; Rsa; Lsa; Lt 480 PASS
Ra; Lt 480 PASS
Ra; Lsa; Lt 480 PASS
Lsa; Lt 420 DROP
Rs; Lsa; Lt 180 PASS
Ra; Lsa; Ra; Lt 480 PASS
Rsa; Lt 480 PASS
Ls; Ra; Lt 180 PASS
Rsa; Lsa; Lt 480 PASS
Rsa; La; Lt 480 PASS
La; Lt 480 DROP

Table 8: Timeout estimates for different states based on packet se-

quences. L=Local, R=Remote, s=SYN, sa=SYN/ACK, a=ACK, r=RST,

t=SNI-II.
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